Exceptional
Care for
Exceptional
Times.
The world is now a different place. What you need
from us has changed too.
As with so many aspects of everyday life, the world of travel
is undergoing major change due to the global COVID-19
pandemic. In addition to new policies and procedures while
travelling, we can expect new and unique requirements and
restrictions on travellers as well as other changes coming
that are yet to be considered.
The confusion and anxiety related to the pandemic will affect
corporate travel programs. And with the vital role that travel
will play in corporate and economic recovery, you will need a
trusted partner to help you navigate through these times.

With the global reach of the world-wide Uniglobe Travel network, we have first-hand knowledge of travel
activity as it recovers in each market. We also offer services and programs designed to protect you and your
company such as Uniglobe 7*24 Rescue Line, Uniglobe TripCheck and our Duty of Care provisions for safety,
security and tracking of travellers. But our concept of Exceptional Care is even more than those.
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“As we adapt to the impacts of the
global pandemic, Uniglobe’s
Exceptional Care means our travel
consultants manage your travel
needs and mitigate your risks,
ensuring your travellers are safe
and well taken care of.”

Your partner every step of the way.
We are going to be your partner every step
of the way as we emerge from this
pandemic.
This includes consulting on your travel
program helping you make the right
updates for your company and your
traveller while being your “go to” source
for up-to-date information and resources.
We can help you navigate a world that will
include frequently changing booking
requirements and updated travel
restrictions. Throughout, we will be your
advocate with travel suppliers and
vendors. We’ll be here with you sharing our
expertise, troubleshooting any issues you
face, and getting you back to your regular
schedule of travel.
At Uniglobe [Company Name], we’ve
always been here for our clients. That’s
our promise to you.

Let us help drive your business success
through a better travel program.
Contact us at [0440 005 0677].
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